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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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This point could be developed further
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Secure overview
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Secure overview
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Sensible connections
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Not stative; dynamic
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Some feature spotting here
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Secure overview
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Sensible selection
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Spelling (sentance)
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Example?
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Lacks precision; the point is not developed sufficiently
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Sustains connections
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Sensible connections
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Sensible selection
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Lacks development
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Sensible link, though spelling error (sentance)
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Shaping discussion
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Lacks precision
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Engages with the context of production, but could be developed further
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Appropriate selection
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Sensible selection
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Sensible
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Spelling
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Valid point
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Some confusion here; the point lacks development
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Some sensible selection of relevant detail here
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Lacks example
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Not stative; dynamic
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Some feature spotting here
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Secure overview
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Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Spelling (sentance)



Sticky Note

AO1: Sensible methods of analysis and competent discussion [13]
AO3: Relevant evaluation and increasingly clear discussion of the construction of meaning [9]
AO4: Some sensible connections [11]

Total: 33
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Section B: Contemporary English 
 


 AO2 AO3 


Section B 15 marks 10 marks 


 
 
General notes 
In making judgements, look carefully at the separate sheet with the marking grid, and at the 
Overview and Notes which follow.  We may expect candidates to select some of the 
suggested approaches, but it is equally possible that they will select entirely different 
approaches.  Look for and reward valid, well-supported ideas which demonstrate 
independent thinking. 
 
 


2. Using your knowledge of contemporary English, analyse and evaluate the 
ways in which contextual factors affect how writers use language in Twitter 
posts. [25] 


 
 
Overview 
In their responses candidates will need to demonstrate understanding of concepts and 
issues relevant to language use in the twenty-first century (AO2) and be able to analyse and 
evaluate how the contextual factors have shaped meaning (AO3). 
 
Aspects of language study candidates are likely to explore include, but are not limited to: 
 


• colloquial features of tweets 


• discussion of mode (e.g. stylistic features in written forms indicative of the spoken mode, 
mixed mode features) 


• formality and informality (e.g. lexical and grammatical features) 


• tenor 


• influence of the occasion, audience and purpose 


• contextual factors which shape meaning 
 
Examples must be selected from the data provided, but will not necessarily cover all of the 
areas listed below.  In the best responses, however, a wider range of areas will be 
addressed and there will be well-informed analysis of stylistic variation and the effect of 
contextual factors. 
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Notes 
Responses may make some of the following points but there is no requirement to cover 
them all or to deal with all texts: 
 
Medium 
 


• constraints imposed by the 140 character limit 


• trending topics marked by a hashtag  


• users are now less likely to adopt the creative linguistic innovations designed to speed 
up the process of communication because improvements in predictive texts and smart 
phones with touch screens and virtual keyboard have overcome limitations of multi-tap 
entry 


• elliptical - tweets need to be quick and succinct in order to meet the demands of the 
medium/purpose (communication on the move, real time responses) e.g. omission of 
subject, primary verbs and determiners 


• use of the hashtag to connect contributors to threads 


• situation-dependent language e.g. use of deixis That little baby (Text 1) 
 
 
Attitudes of tweeters (all texts) 
 


• capitalisation to mark mock excitement (Text 4) 


• suspension marks to convey mock excitement (Text 4) 


• use of simple noun phrase The man ironises the politician’s need to self-promote 


• ironic use of the proper noun Tracey, which is clearly not the baby’s name and would be 
understood to be a joke 


• the simple noun phrase the royals is used in Text 6 to suggest the author’s irreverence 
towards the institution of the monarchy 


• use of noun phrase Royal propaganda to connote the British royal family as a self-
marketing machine (Text 5) 


• formal use of title and proper noun Princess Charlotte Elizabeth Diana, Duke & Duchess 
of Cambridge, with ampersand perhaps hinting at the divergent urges to appear 
respectful of tradition and the institution of monarchy, but also au fait with modern 
linguistic trends brought about by social media 


• pre-modified noun phrases their first special days and a long & happy life (Text 2) and 
that little baby (Text 1) connote joy and celebration 


 
 
Social class (Texts 4, 5) 
 


• neutral register versus high register to attack the monarchy 


• use of pronouns to convey class separation and division (e.g. they’re, her, us) 


• use of proper noun Tracey to convey shared knowledge of cultural stereotypes of 
naming vis a vis social class 


• emotive abstract noun propaganda  


• pre-modified noun phrase hereditary millionaires to categorise the royal family in the 
context of class differences 
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Politics (Text 2, 3, 5) 
 


• abbreviation of proper noun Ed to convey the politician as a 'man of the people' 


• lack of hashtag use in Text 2 could suggest his contribution is not following the expected 
conventions, either due to a wish to be seen as leading rather than following, or because 
he is not aware of its efficacy 


• lack of first name proper nouns e.g. Miliband, Cameron to convey implicit disrespect for 
political class, but also suggests awareness of need to remain within character limit 


• verb beats to encapsulate the Labour-Conservative dialectic 


• pre-modified noun phrase social media to point disdainfully to politicians’ need for self-
promotion 


• adverbial phrase so all over to ironise the youth sociolect - a social group Miliband is 
hoping to tap into 


• antithesis of hereditary millionaires and us to convey fissure in British society and politics 


• Proper noun in Text 5 The Conversation denotes an organisation rather than a private 
individual 


 
 
Celebrity (Texts 1, 4, 6) 
 


• use of pronouns e.g. she, her and determiners e.g. her name, That little baby are 
situation-dependent  


• emotive language e.g. the verb love to convey a celebrity culture-influenced notion of 
connectedness among strangers 


• fronted conjunction And (Text 1) emphasises the significance of the baby’s name (Text 
2) 


• capitalisation of the simple noun phrase The Wait to imply the sense of drama and 
occasion that the whole world is part of 


• use of the prepositional phrase to the world is literal and not hyperbolic 


• compounding of pre-modified noun phrase celebrities-crazy-baby-name bandwagon 
mocks the modern phenomenon of non-traditional celebrity naming; this is juxtaposed 
with the pre-modified noun phrase proper names  (Text 6) 
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Assessment Grid Unit 1: Section B 
 


 
BAND 


AO2 AO3 


15 marks 10 marks 


5 13-15 marks 
• Detailed critical understanding of 


concepts (e.g. medium, genre) 
• Perceptive discussion of issues (e.g. 


attitudes to social status) 
• Confident and concise selection of 


textual support/other examples 


9-10 marks 
• Confident analysis of a range of 


contextual factors 
• Productive discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Perceptive evaluation of 


effectiveness of communication 


4 10-12 marks 
• Secure understanding of concepts 


(e.g. medium, genre) 
• Some intelligent discussion of issues 


(e.g. attitudes to social status) 
• Consistent selection of apt textual 


support/other examples 


7-8 marks 
• Effective analysis of contextual 


factors 
• Some insightful discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Purposeful evaluation  of 


effectiveness of communication 


3 7-9 marks 
• Sound understanding of concepts 


(e.g. medium, genre) 
• Sensible discussion of issues (e.g. 


attitudes to social status) 
• Generally appropriate selection of 


textual support/other examples 


5-6 marks 
• Sensible analysis of contextual 


factors 
• Generally clear discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Relevant evaluation of 


effectiveness of communication 


2 4-6 marks 
• Some understanding of concepts 


(e.g. medium, genre) 
• Basic discussion of issues (e.g. 


recognition of social differences) 
• Some points supported by textual 


references/other examples  


3-4 marks 
• Some valid analysis of contextual 


factors 
• Undeveloped discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Inconsistent evaluation of   


effectiveness of communication 


1 1-3 marks 
• A few simple points made about 


concepts (e.g. medium, genre) 
• Limited discussion of issues (e.g. 


recognition of social differences) 
• Little use of textual support/other 


examples 


1-2 marks 
• Some basic awareness of context 
• Little sense of how meaning is 


constructed 
• Limited evaluation of 


effectiveness of communication 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy or not attempted 
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Shaping discussion of concepts



Sticky Note

Lacks example
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Secure grasp of genre
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Engages with context of production



Sticky Note

Engages with concepts and contexts, but the point lacks support
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Engages with concepts
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Engages with context of production



Sticky Note

Concepts understood



Sticky Note

Could be more precise







Sticky Note

Engages with issues, but the point could be developed further



Sticky Note

Probing exploration, but there is an element of irony here that is missed



Sticky Note

Sensible exploration



Sticky Note

Confident exploration



Sticky Note

Sensible but terminology could be more precise, eg premodified noun phrase



Sticky Note

Engages with issues, eg social status



Sticky Note

Secure grasp of genre







Sticky Note

Sensible support



Sticky Note

Confident discussion of issues



Sticky Note

AO2: Perceptive discussion of issues; good coverage of points [13]
AO3: Confident exploration of how context affects the construction of meaning [9]

Total: 22
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Complex, yes; not compound-complex - lacking precision
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Descriptive and lacking in terminology
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Example?
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Descriptive and lacking in linguistic terminology
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Lacks terminology



Sticky Note

Simple discussion
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Terminology?



Sticky Note

Basic but valid



Sticky Note

Lacks terminology



Sticky Note

Lacks precision



Sticky Note

Narration which lacks linguistic knowledge



Sticky Note

Shaping exploration but lacks development



Sticky Note

Vague







Sticky Note

AO1: Limited methods of analysis [4]
AO3: Descriptive throughout [3]
AO4: A few simple links made [4]

Total: 11
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UNIT 1: Exploring Language 


MARK SCHEME 
 
 


Section A: Analysing language 
 


 AO1 AO3 AO4 


Section A 20 marks 15 marks 20 marks 


 
 


General notes 
In making judgements, look carefully at the separate sheet with the marking grid, and the 
Overview and Notes which follow.  We may expect candidates to select some of the 
suggested approaches, but it is equally possible that they will select entirely different 
approaches.  Look for and reward valid, well-supported ideas which demonstrate 
independent thinking. 
 


1. Analyse and evaluate the language used in each of the texts to describe the 
dangers and risks of thrill-seeking pursuits. [55] 


 
 In your answer you should consider: 
 


• how the writers portray the pursuits of the adrenaline enthusiasts and their 
untimely deaths 
 


• the purpose of each text and the ways in which the writers engage their 
audiences 
 


• the similarities and/or differences between the texts. 


 
 
Overview 
In their responses, candidates will need to demonstrate that they can apply appropriate 
methods of language analysis, using terminology (AO1), evaluate how the contextual factors 
have shaped meaning (AO3) and make connections across all of the texts (AO4). 
 
Aspects of language study candidates are likely to explore include, but are not limited to: 
 


• features of genre (audience; function; content) 


• tenor 


• the effect of language choices (e.g. connotations of words, subject specific language; the 
use of simple sentences for dramatic or rhetorical effect) 


• contextual factors (e.g. place of publication; form and structure) 


• connections between the texts 
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Notes 
 
The following notes address features of interest which may be explored, but it is important to 
reward all valid discussion. 
 
Genre 
 


• online broadsheet newspaper opinion piece; online magazine article 


• function: discursive (Text A); informative (Text B) 


• the importance of engaging an audience (to provoke; to inform; to connect with a fan 
base) 


 
Content 
 


• Text A: critical commentary detailing Irwin’s hubris in confronting nature, which took him 
to his death 


• Text B: informative account of the sequence of events which led to Dean Potter’s and 
Graham Hunt's death 


 
Register 
 


• levels of formality e.g. direct speech from experts; jargon (wingsuit, catabatic, Text B); 
formal lexical choices (momentarily, Text A; destabilised, Text B) 


• levels of informality e.g. contractions (couldn’t, Text A; can’t, Text B); expletives (for 
God’s sake, Text A) 


• direct speech e.g. (just stuff on the reef and little animals, Text A; and from experts, Text 
B) 


• sense of spoken voice  e.g. colloquialism (Aussie, Crikey, pumped, Text A); e.g. cliché 
(larger than life, Text A); “Australianisms” (beauties, Crikey, larrikin, Text A) 


• abbreviations showing shared knowledge (BASE jumping, Text B) 
 
Lexis and semantics 
 


• emotive language: adjectives superhuman, catatonic; adjective phrase less than entirely 
loveable; complements revolting, depressed, appalled; nouns hero, self-delusion, 
respect; verbs mourns (Text A); adjectives critical; abstract nouns anger, frustration; 
verbs died, flinched (Text B) 


• subject specific language (concrete nouns - documentary, cameraman (Text A); 
ridgeline, wingsuit, notch, turbulence (Text B) 


• proper nouns providing information: e.g. places (Port Philip Bay, Batt Reef, Port Douglas, 
Text A; Yosemite Valley, Taft Point, Text B); people (Steve Irwin, John Stainton, Text A; 
Dean Potter, Graham Hunt, Rebecca Haynie, Text B) 


• dynamic verbs linked to dramatic action kill, dominate, rip, bury, grappling (Text A); 
shoot, jump off, rocket, soar (Text B) 


• modal verbs – implicit criticism e.g. should have had a healthy respect Text A; to indicate 
certainty will fall six seconds Text B 


• figurative language (warrior, ambassador, superhuman, Text A; rocket, path, Text B) 


• enumerators (3,500 feet, Text B) 


• modifiers (global phenomenon, World-famous wildlife warrior, superhuman generator of 
merchandise…, bacterial slime, healthy respect, Text A; Potter's long-time girlfriend, 
pioneering American wing-suiter, critical instant, Text B) 


• adverbs (less than entirely (to show irony), actually, momentarily (attitude), Text A; 
unpredictably (emotive), precisely (dramatic), Text B  
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Form and structure 
 


• headlines dramatic to engage the reader (Text A and Text B) 


• noun phrases describing the participants communicate attitude: (superhuman generator 
of merchandise…, Text A; a pioneering American wing-suiter, Text B) 


• long noun phrases to communicate a lot of information e.g. stingrays, which are actually 
commoner, and bigger, in southern waters than they are near Port Douglas, where he 
was killed Text A; a V-shaped notch in a neighboring ridgeline above a cliff called Lost 
Brother Text B 


• simple noun phrases to convey essential detail related to the field (a stingray, Text A; his 
wingsuit, Text B) 


• simple sentences create drama (The world mourns., Text A; It never came., Both died on 
impact., Text B) 


• marked themes  (As a Melbourne boy…, For a second…, Text A;  According to Chris 
MacNamara, Far below…, Text B) 


• patterns, e.g. …a great Australian, … a superhuman generator…(asyndetic list, attitude) 
Text A; According to…, According to…, (parallelism, referencing experts) Text B 


• parenthesis: to show the voice of the writer, e.g. (Yes, Steve, but a stingray doesn’t 
want…); (as distinct from zoologists) Text A; to qualify status, e.g. a pioneering American 
wing-suiter; to add factual detail e.g. – instead of straight through it –; to reinforce his 
expertise – confirming his initial judgment that he was high enough – Text B 


 
Pragmatics 
 


• Text A: subtle criticisms of Steve Irwin’s daredevil and reckless approach to wildlife; Irwin 
is conveyed as a hubristic “Aussie larrikin”; ironic use of that's entertainment at Australia 
Zoo 


• Text B: quoting of experts to underline its specialist technical focus 
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Assessment Grid Unit 1: Section A 
 


 
BAND 


AO1 AO3 AO4 


20 marks 15 marks 20 marks 


5 17-20 marks 


• Intelligent methods of 
analysis 


• Confident use of 
terminology 


• Perceptive discussion 
of texts 


• Coherent and effective 
expression   


13-15 marks 


• Confident analysis of 
contextual factors 


• Productive discussion 
of the construction of 
meaning 


• Intelligent evaluation 


17-20 marks 


• Subtle connections 
established between 
texts 


• Perceptive overview  


• Effective use of 
linguistic knowledge    


4 13-16 marks 


• Appropriate methods 
of analysis 


• Secure use of 
terminology 


• Thorough discussion 
of texts 


• Expression generally 
accurate and clear 


10-12 marks 


• Secure analysis of 
contextual factors 


• Thorough discussion 
of the construction of 
meaning 


• Purposeful evaluation 


13-16 marks 


• Purposeful 
connections between 
texts 


• Focused overview  


• Relevant use of 
linguistic knowledge    


3 9-12 marks 


• Sensible methods of 
analysis 


• Generally sound use 
of terminology 


• Competent discussion 
of texts 


• Mostly accurate 
expression with some 
lapses 


7-9 marks 


• Sensible analysis of 
contextual factors 


• Generally clear 
discussion of the 
construction of 
meaning 


• Relevant evaluation 


9-12 marks 


• Sensible connections 
between texts 


• Competent overview  


• Generally sound use 
of linguistic 
knowledge    


2 5-8 marks 


• Basic methods of 
analysis 


• Some accurate 
terminology  


• Uneven discussion of 
texts 


• Adequate expression, 
with some accuracy  


4-6 marks 


• Some valid analysis of 
contextual factors 


• Simple discussion of 
the construction of 
meaning 


• Some attempt to 
evaluate 


5-8 marks 


• Some basic 
connections between 
texts 


• Broad overview  


• Some valid use of 
linguistic knowledge    


1 1-4 marks 


• Limited  methods of 
analysis 


• Limited use of 
terminology 


• Some discussion of 
texts 


• Errors in expression 
and lapses in clarity 


1-3 marks 


• Some awareness of 
context 


• Limited sense of how 
meaning is 
constructed 


• Limited evaluation 


1-4 marks 


• Some links made 
between texts 


• Vague overview 


• Undeveloped use of 
linguistic knowledge 
with errors   


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy or not attempted 
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Section B


Contemporary English


2. The following set of data, sent from different Twitter accounts, contains tweets about the naming 
of a royal baby.


 Read the data then answer the question below. You should use appropriate terminology and 
provide relevant supporting examples.


 Using your knowledge of contemporary English, analyse and evaluate the ways in which 
contextual factors affect how writers use language in Twitter posts. [25]


 TEXT 1 (a member of the public)
 terri 
 @terrimouse
 That little baby has no idea who she is to the world, and how much people already love her. And 


what her name means. #RoyalBaby


 TEXT 2 (then leader of the Labour party)
 Ed Miliband 
 @Ed_Miliband
 Wishing Princess Charlotte Elizabeth Diana a long & happy life. I hope the Duke & Duchess of 


Cambridge are enjoying their first, special days.


 TEXT 3 (The Guardian web news editor)
 Jonathan Haynes
 @JonathanHaynes
 Miliband beats Cameron to #RoyalBaby name tweet. The man is so all over social media.


 TEXT 4 (a cartoonist)
 mike stokoe
 @mikestokoe
 AT LAST! The Wait is over…they’re calling her Tracey! #RoyalBaby


 TEXT 5 (an independent news and commentary website)
 The Conversation
 @Conversation
 Royal propaganda tries to make hereditary millionaires seem like the rest of us #RoyalBaby


 TEXT 6 (a member of the public)
 Leonard
 @LeoDah93
 It’s a good thing that the royals give their children proper names and don’t jump on the celebrities-


crazy-baby-name bandwagon. #RoyalBaby


END OF PAPER
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Sticky Note

AO2: Struggle to engage with concepts and issues [3]
AO3: Descriptive and limited in scope; some basic awareness of contexts [2]

Total: 5
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Sticky Note

Secure overview and responses engages with the writer's attitude



Sticky Note

Apt support



Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Overview







Sticky Note

Could be more precise: not a phrase but a clause, and simple rather than complex



Sticky Note

Engages with context



Sticky Note

Discussion of issues is secure



Sticky Note

Engages with issues



Sticky Note

Secure selection



Sticky Note

Apt support
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Probes subtext



Sticky Note

Probes subtext and engages with context



Sticky Note

Productive discussion



Sticky Note

Secure grasp of grammar



Sticky Note

Apostrophe error (contrast's)







Sticky Note

Clear links



Sticky Note

Secure overview



Sticky Note

Engages with context



Sticky Note

Engages with context; subtle connection made



Sticky Note

Accurate use of relevant terminology



Sticky Note

Sound overview



Sticky Note

Lacks precision







Sticky Note

Sound connections



Sticky Note

Secure overview



Sticky Note

Sensible discussion of context



Sticky Note

Subtle connections



Sticky Note

Appropriate use of terminology



Sticky Note

Relevant support



Sticky Note

Sensible overview



Sticky Note

Secure connections



Sticky Note

Explores concepts and issues







Sticky Note

Sustaining connections



Sticky Note

AO1: Intelligent methods of analysis [18]
AO3: Increasingly perceptive discussion; increasingly confident use of terms, but the range could be broader [13]
AO4: Secure and sustained connections, subtle at times [17]

Total: 48
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Section A


Analysing Language


1. The two texts printed on pages 4 and 5 are about the deaths of adrenaline enthusiasts.
 Read Texts A and B and then answer the question below.


 Analyse and evaluate the language used in each of the texts to describe the dangers and 
risks of thrill-seeking pursuits.


 In your answer, you should consider:


 • how the writers portray the pursuits of the adrenaline enthusiasts and their untimely 
deaths


 • the purpose of each text and the ways in which the writers engage their audiences


 • the similarities and/or differences between the texts [55]


 Text A is an extract from an opinion article written in the immediate aftermath of the death 
of Australian wildlife expert Steve Irwin. It was published by The Guardian online (September 
2006).


 Text B is an extract published in the adventure section of Men’s Journal online (May 2015) about 
the deaths of American BASE-jumpers Dean Potter and Graham Hunt.
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Text A: an opinion piece published by The Guardian online


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


That sort of self-delusion is what it takes to be a real Aussie larrikin1
Germaine Greer
September 2006


The world mourns. World-famous wildlife warrior Steve Irwin has died a hero, doing the thing 
he loved, filming a sequence for a new TV series. He was supposed to have been making a 
new documentary to have been called Ocean’s Deadliest, but, when filming was held up by 
bad weather, he decided to “go off and shoot a few segments” for his eight-year-old daughter’s 
upcoming TV series, “just stuff on the reef and little animals”. His manager John Stainton said, 
“It’s fine, anything that would keep him moving and keep his adrenaline going.” Evidently it’s 
Stainton’s job to keep Irwin pumped larger than life, shouting “Crikey!” and punching the air.
Irwin was the real Crocodile Dundee, a great Australian, an ambassador for wildlife, a global 
phenomenon, a superhuman generator of merchandise, books, interactive video-games and 
action figures. The only creatures he couldn’t dominate were parrots. A parrot once did its best 
to rip his nose off his face. Parrots are a lot smarter than crocodiles.


What seems to have happened on Batt Reef is that Irwin and a cameraman went off in a little 
dinghy to see what they could find. What they found were stingrays. You can just imagine 
Irwin yelling: “Just look at these beauties! Crikey! With those barbs a stingray can kill a horse!” 
(Yes, Steve, but a stingray doesn’t want to kill a horse. It eats crustaceans, for God’s sake.) All 
Australian children know about stingrays. We are now being told that only three people have 
ever been killed by Australian stingrays. One of them must have been the chap who bought 
it 60 years ago in Brighton Baths where my school used to go on swimming days. Port Philip 
Bay was famous for stingrays, which are fine as long as you can see them, but they do what 
most Dasyatidae do, which is bury themselves in the sand or mud with only their eyes sticking 
out. What you don’t want to do with a stingray is stand on it. The lashing response of the tail is 
automatic; the barb is coated with a bacterial slime as deadly as rotten oyster toxin.


As a Melbourne boy, Irwin should have had a healthy respect for stingrays, which are actually 
commoner, and bigger, in southern waters than they are near Port Douglas, where he was 
killed. The film-makers maintain that the ray that took Irwin out was a “bull ray”, or Dasyatis 
brevicaudata, but this is not usually found as far north as Port Douglas. Marine biologist Dr 
Meredith Peach has been quoted as saying, “It’s really quite unusual for divers to be stung 
unless they are grappling with the animal and, knowing Steve Irwin, perhaps that may have 
been the case.” Not much sympathy there then.


The only time Irwin ever seemed less than entirely lovable to his fans (as distinct from zoologists) 
was when he went into the Australia Zoo crocodile enclosure with his month-old baby son in 
one hand and a dead chicken in the other. For a second you didn’t know which one he meant to 
feed to the crocodile. If the crocodile had been less depressed it might have made the decision 
for him. As the catatonic beast obediently downed its tiny snack, Irwin walked his baby on the 
grass, not something that paediatricians recommend for rubbery baby legs even when there 
isn’t a stir-crazy carnivore a few feet away. The adoring world was momentarily appalled. They 
called it child abuse. The whole spectacle was revolting. The crocodile would rather have been 
anywhere else and the chicken had had a grim life too, but that’s entertainment at Australia 
Zoo.
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1larrikin:  Australian slang, a boisterous, often badly behaved young man; a maverick
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Text B: an article published in the adventure section of Men’s Journal online
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The Last Flight of Dean Potter
Daniel Duane
May 2015


At 7:25 pm on Saturday, May 16, Dean Potter zipped up his wingsuit, and, with friend Graham 
Hunt stepped to the edge of Taft Point, 3,500-feet above the floor of Yosemite Valley. Their 
plan was to jump off, rocket across a canyon below, and, if they were high enough, shoot 
through a V-shaped notch in a neighboring ridgeline above a cliff called Lost Brother. They 
would deploy their parachutes further up the valley. Potter’s long-time girlfriend, Jen Rapp, 
photographed them as they leapt. Far below, Hunt’s girlfriend, Rebecca Haynie, waited for the 
landing. It never came.


“I can’t tell you the anger and frustration I felt, hearing that it happened there,” says Maxim 
de Jong, an aerospace engineer, wingsuit designer, and friend of Potter’s. Wingsuit BASE-
jumping works by first free-falling off some fixed point, like a cliff. Air pressure then inflates the 
suit, stiffening the fabric wings sewn between arms and body, and also between the legs. Only 
then can a wingsuit flyer project speed forward, instead of just falling straight down.


According to Chris MacNamara, a pioneering American wing-suiter, a rock dropped from Taft 
Point will fall six seconds before impact. For a wing-suiter, that means an initial free-fall is just 
long enough to inflate the suit and get moving forward. Plus, evening often brings so-called 
catabatic winds — cold mountain air falling down the cliff face like water, drawing a wingsuit 
unpredictably downwards. According to de Jong, Potter understood these hazards well. 
Nevertheless, Potter and Hunt spread their arms that evening, dropped, and began to soar. 


Potter never flinched from his approach to the gap in the rocks, but Hunt initially swerved left 
as if to avoid it. Then, perhaps seeing that Potter was committed to the gap, Hunt banked 
hard right, re-joining him. This set Hunt on a diagonal path over Potter and across the gap 
— instead of straight through it — causing him to strike the far wall. What happened to Potter 
himself is less clear. He made it through the gap — confirming his initial judgment that he was 
high enough — but struck rocks beyond.


One possibility is that Hunt, flying so close above Potter, caused air turbulence that destabilized 
Potter at a critical instant. Another is that Potter heard or saw Hunt’s impact and flinched in a 
way that changed the flight aspect of his wingsuit, at precisely the moment when there was no 
margin for error.


Both died on impact.
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Sticky Note

Secure exploration



Sticky Note

Secure overview



Sticky Note

Sensible exploration of the construction of meaning



Sticky Note

Sensible discussion



Sticky Note

'hope' is a verb here



Sticky Note

Clear awareness of social difference



Sticky Note

Engages with relevant issues



Sticky Note

Considers context of production, though spelling error (prominant)



Sticky Note

Sensible overview







Sticky Note

Secure grasp of genre



Sticky Note

Sensible support



Sticky Note

Engages with issues



Sticky Note

Confident consideration of context



Sticky Note

Point lacks development, missing the element of irony



Sticky Note

Considers the context of production



Sticky Note

Could be developed further



Sticky Note

Sound exploration and relevant support



Sticky Note

Considers context







Sticky Note

AO2: Confident and concise approach; insightful discussion of issues, eg social status [13]
AO3: Productive discussion of the production of meaning [9]

Total: 22



Sticky Note

Could be developed further



Sticky Note

Sensible selection
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